WHAT IS BULLYING?
Lewisville ISD defines bullying when a
student (or group of students) engages in
written or verbal expression through
electronic means, physical conduct that
occurs on school property, at a schoolsponsored or school-related activity or in a
vehicle operated by the district that:
- Has the effect or will have the effect of
physically harming a student, damaging a
student’s property, or placing a student in
reasonable fear of harm to the student’s
person or damage to the student’s
property; or
- Is sufficiently severe, persistent, and
pervasive enough that the action or threat
creates an intimidating, threatening, or
abusive educational environment for the
student.
This conduct is considered bullying if it:
- Exploits an imbalance of power between
the student perpetrator and the student
victim through written or verbal expression
or physical conduct; And
- Interferes with a student’s education or
substantially disrupts the operation of a
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school.

BULLYING

WARNING SIGNS

DEALING WITH BULLYING

BE A POSITIVE BYSTANDER

Students who are bullied may:

1. Report to an adult at home and at

It is estimated that 15 percent of students

- Have torn, damaged, or missing pieces of

school.

bully, 15 percent get bullied and the rest

clothing, books, or other belongings

2. Talk to a friend about it.

(bystanders) watch. Bystanders can play a

- Sudden unexplained injuries

3. Remember, it’s not your fault. You don’t

huge role in the prevention of peer

- Have few, if any, friends

deserve to be mistreated. The aggressive

mistreatment.

- Seem afraid of going to school, walking to

student is the one with the problem.

and from school, riding the school bus, or

4. Never retaliate. This often makes the

Research from students who have been

taking part in organized activities (such as

situation worse, plus it will get you in

bullied say the following bystander

clubs or sports) with peers

trouble even if you didn’t start it.

behaviors are the most helpful:

- Take a long "illogical" route when walking

Remember, once the aggressive behavior

to or from school

goes both ways, it’s not bullying. It would

- Spent time with me at school

- Appear sad, moody, teary, or depressed

more likely be referred to as “conflict.”

- Talked to me at school; encouraged me

when he or she comes home

5. Consider getting out of relationships

- Helped me get away from the situation

- Complain frequently of physical problems

where someone is continually hurting you.

- Gave advice about what I should do

- Appear anxious and suffer from low self-

Friends don’t make a habit of hurting each

- Contacted me at home to encourage me

esteem

other.

- Helped me tell an adult

6. When possible, avoid getting emotional

- Encouraged me to report to an adult or

Students who bully others may:

(example-extremely angry) when someone

reported for me

- Have a positive attitude toward violence

teases you. This reaction is the reward for

- Have a strong need to dominate and

many who bully others. Try to be as

subdue other students and get their way

indifferent as possible.

- Be impulsive, aggressive, or easily

7. Get involved in school! Students who are

angered

connected are less likely to be bullied.

- Lack empathy toward students who are

8. Go to your counselor. If you feel your

bullied

safety (or the safety of someone else) is in

- Have defiance and aggression toward

question, report to your counselor and/or

adults

school administrators.

- Be involved in other anti-social or rulebreaking activities such as vandalism,
delinquency, and substance abuse
- Have greater physical strength than that
of others

Source: violencepreventionworks.org

RESOURCES
Lewisville ISD: lisd.net
Stop Bullying:
stopbullying.gov
Teen Health:
bit.ly/DealWithBully
National Crime Prevention Council:
ncpc.org/cyberbullying
Internet Safety 101:
bit.ly/InternetSafety101

WHAT IS CHILD
SEXUAL ABUSE?
Child sexual abuse happens when a child is
tricked, forced or manipulated into sexual
contact. This includes phone and internet
contact with obscene/sexual content,
fondling, intercourse, oral/genital contact,
prostitution and pornography.

WHAT IS CHILD
SEX TRAFFICKING?
Child sex trafficking is one of the most
common types of commercial sexual
exploitation of children and is a high priority
at the National Center for Missing &
Exploited Children.
Keeping your kids safe:
- Open, non-judgmental communication at
home
- Know who your children are spending
time with and where, including any adults
they may come into contact with at friends’
homes
- Monitor, know and discuss what your
children are doing, where are they going
and who are they talking to online
- If something doesn’t seem right, ask
questions and get help
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CHILD
ABUSE

SYMPTOMS OF
SEXUAL ABUSE

PREVENTION

Physical

child from becoming a victim. Teaching

Education is the best way to prevent your
your child not to “talk to strangers” is

- Discomfort or pain in genital area

simply not adequate. Most children are

- Urinary infections

molested by someone known to them and

- Vaginal, rectal, penile discharge or

children are susceptible to clever lures

bleeding

developed by intelligent offenders who

- Unusual/offensive odors

understand a child’s thinking.

Emotional

Children should be educated to recognize
these lures:

- Significant personality change
- Anger, hostility, aggressiveness

- The offering of gifts, candy, money, bribes

- Depression, crying episodes

- Appealing to the child’s sense of

- Suicidal, talks of death and dying

helpfulness such as asking for assistance in
finding a lost dog

Behavioral

- Offering a ride on a motorcycle, or sports
car

- Unusual interest in (or fear of) all things

- Telling them that their parents sent them

of a sexual nature

to pick them up

- Seductive or promiscuous behavior

- Telling them their parents were hurt in an

- Sexual acting out

accident and the hospital sent them to pick

- Change in eating or sleeping habits

them up

- Change in school performance/behavior

Parents should also teach their children
about their bodies and about appropriate
and inappropriate touching:
1. Teach your child that his/her body
belongs to them and they have the right to
say, “No” to anyone who touches them.
2. Tell your child that you want them to
come to you if anything happens that
makes them feel uncomfortable and that
you won’t be angry no matter what
happened (even if they got into trouble
because they broke a rule).
3. Do not teach your child blind obedience
to adults - teacher, babysitter, etc., if they
ask them to do something they know or
think is wrong.
4. Teach your child the correct names of
their body parts and that they don’t have to
be embarrassed to talk to you about their
private areas.

WHAT IS TEEN
DATING VIOLENCE?
Unhealthy relationships can start early and
last a lifetime. Teens often think some
behaviors, like teasing and name-calling,
are a “normal” part of a relationship.
owever, these behaviors can become
abusive and develop into more serious
forms of violence.
Teen Dating Violence is defined as the
physical, sexual, psychological or emotional
aggression within a dating relationship,
including stalking. It can occur in person or
electronically and might occur between a
current or former dating partner.
Teen dating violence is widespread with
serious long-term and short-term effects.
Many teens do not report it because they
are afraid to tell friends and family. The
2 1 National outh isk ehavior Survey
found that nearly 12 percent of high school
females reported physical violence and
nearly 1 percent reported sexual violence
from a dating partner in the 12 months
before they were surveyed. or high school
males, more than

percent reported

physical violence and about

percent

reported sexual violence from a dating
partner.
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DATING ABUSE
AND VIOLENCE

WHY DOES TEEN DATING
VIOLENCE HAPPEN?

WARNING SIGNS

Teens receive messages about how to behave

healthy, unhealthy and abusive relationships

in relationships from peers, adults, and the
media. All too often these examples suggest
that violence in a relationship is normal, but
violence is never acceptable. Violence is
related to certain risk factors. The risk of
having unhealthy relationships increases for
teens who:
- elieve that dating violence is acceptable
- Are depressed, anxious, or have other
symptoms of trauma
- Display aggression towards peers or display
other aggressive behaviors
- Use drugs or illegal substances
- Engage in early sexual activity and have
multiple sexual partners
- ave a friend involved in teen dating violence
- ave conflicts with a partner
-

itness or experience violence at home

Communicating with your partner, managing
uncomfortable emotions like anger or jealousy
and treating others with respect are a few
ways to keep relationships healthy and
nonviolent. Dating violence can be prevented
when teens, families, organizations and
communities work together to implement
effective prevention strategies.
Source: CDC:
cdc.gov/violenceprevention/intimatepartnerviolen
ce/teen_dating_violence.html

eing able to tell the difference between
can be more difficult than you would think. No
two relationships are the same, so what’s
unhealthy in one relationship may be abusive
in another. Although there are many signs to
pay attention to in a relationship, look for these
common warning signs of dating abuse:
- Checking cell phones, emails or social
networks without permission
- Extreme jealousy or insecurity
- Constant belittling or put-downs
- Explosive temper
- Isolation from family and friends
- Making false accusations
- Constant mood swings towards you
- Physically inflicting pain/hurt in any way
- Possessiveness
- Telling someone what they can and cannot do
- epeatedly pressuring someone to have sex

CONSEQUENCES
As teens develop emotionally, they are heavily
influenced by experiences in their
relationships. ealthy relationship behaviors
can have a positive effect on a teen’s emotional
development. Unhealthy, abusive, or violent
relationships can have short- and long-term
negative effects on a developing teen. outh
who experience dating violence are more likely
to experience symptoms of depression and
anxiety engage in unhealthy behaviors, such as
using tobacco, drugs, and alcohol exhibit
antisocial behaviors or think about suicide.

RESOURCES
Brea the ycle
breakthecycle.org
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WHAT IS SEXTING?
Sexting is generally defined as the sending
or receiving of sexually explicit or sexually
suggestive images or video via a cell phone.
In Texas, the definition is much broader.
Sexting includes any possession and/or
electronic transmission by a minor
(age 1 and under) of visual material
capturing a minor engaged in sexual
conduct, which includes still photographs
of private body parts.

RESOURCES
netsmartz.org
thatsnotcool.org
beforeyoutext.com
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SEXTING

THE RISKS
Teens may not believe or be able to foresee

CONSEQUENCES

WHAT CAN YOU DO?

E

1. Think of the consequences of taking,

a situation in which the person they send a

- Arrest

sending or forwarding sexually suggestive

sext chooses to share that image with

- ail time up to 1 year

pictures of someone underage, even if it’s

others. owever, it does happen and the

- ine of up to 4,

you.

consequences can be academically, socially

- Court costs and attorney fees

2. Never take pictures of yourself that you

and emotionally devastating.

- Community service up to 2

hours

wouldn’t want everyone

your

- Court-ordered “Sexting” educational

classmates, your teachers, your parents,

Teens that sext may:

program attendance with your parents

your family or your

- et in trouble at school: Teens caught

- Cell phone and/or computer confiscated

employers

sexting at school have been suspended and

by police

3. efore sending, remember that you have

removed from athletic teams

- A criminal record

no control where this image goes.

to see.
hat

- e ostracized, bullied or harassed within

you send to your boyfriend or girlfriend

their schools or communities

could end up with their friends, and their

- Miss out on future opportunities if the

- Potential sharing well beyond intended

friends and their friends.

image is seen by college admissions

audience (worldwide)

4. If you forward a sexual picture of

officers or potential employers

- Embarrassment

someone underage, you are responsible

- et into legal trouble: In extreme cases,

- ullying from peers

for this image as the original sender. ou

teens have been charged for sexting

- School expulsion

could face child pornography charges, go to

images of themselves or other minors

- oss of extra-curricular school activities

jail and negatively affect your future.

- Negative effects on relationships

. EP

If you receive a text, image or

- Stereotyped by peers

video that could be considered sexting, do

- Psychological effects could include

NOT forward it or show the image to

depression and thoughts of suicide

anyone. Contact a trusted, responsible

- Potential loss of future educational and

adult to help.

employment opportunities

SUBSTANCE ABUSE
In Texas, alcohol remains the most
commonly-used substance among students.
In 2014, 50.5 percent of students reported
that they had used alcohol at some point in
their lives. In 2016, the number was 52.7
percent. Past-month alcohol use also
increased from 21.2 percent in 2014 to 28.6
percent in 2016.
Tobacco use among students increased as
well. Lifetime use of any tobacco product
increased from 22.4 percent in 2014 to 30.4
percent in 2016. Past-month use of tobacco
was 8.4 percent in 2014 and 14.5 percent in
2016.
Marijuana remains the most widely-used illicit
drug among Texas youth. However, lifetime
marijuana use decreased from about 23.2
percent of students in 2014 to 20.8 percent of
students in 2016. In 2014 past-month use of
marijuana was reported by 9.1 percent of
students, as compared to 12.2 percent of
students in 2016.
Source: Texas Department of State Health
Services, Drug Facts among Texas Youth 2016
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SUBSTANCE
ABUSE

WARNING SIGNS

WHAT CAN PARENTS DO?

Alcohol and drug users often try to conceal their
symptoms and downplay their problem.
If you’re worried that a family member might be
abusing drugs, look for the following warning
signs:

- Talk and listen to your child about dangers of

Psychological
- Unexplained change in personality or attitude
- Sudden mood swings, irritability or angry
outbursts
- Periods of unusual hyperactivity, agitation, or
giddiness
- Lack of motivation; appears lethargic or “spaced
out”
- Appears fearful, anxious, or paranoid with no
reason
Behavioral
- Drop in attendance and performance at school
- Unexplained need for money; may borrow or
steal to get it
- Engaging in secretive or suspicious behaviors
- Sudden change in friends, favorite hangouts,
and hobbies
- Frequently getting into trouble (fights,
accidents, illegal activities)
Physical
- Bloodshot eyes, pupils larger/smaller than usual
- Changes in appetite or sleep patterns
- Sudden weight loss or weight gain
- Deterioration of physical appearance, personal
grooming habits
- Unusual smells on breath, body or clothing
- Tremors, slurred speech or impaired
coordination

drug use and start early. Even a child in
elementary is able to engage in conversations
about staying healthy. Share your love by
keeping your child safe.
- Learn the facts about the harmful effects of
drugs. Discuss the effects on the brain and
body and correct any wrong beliefs your child
may have, such as “Everybody is doing it.”
Discuss legal issues, too.
- Provide guidance and clear rules about not
using drugs.
- Get involved in your child’s life and
encourage participation in family, school, and
volunteer activities. Time together helps your
child feel valued, safe and connected.
- Monitor your own substance use. A parent’s
actions truly speak louder than words.
- Know your child’s friends and their families.
Remind your child that true friends support
each other’s values.
- Know your child’s location at all times.
- Help your child learn different ways to resist
negative peer pressure, such as saying, “No
thanks, my parents would get really mad at
me.”
- Trust your gut. If you suspect drug or alcohol
use, talk with your child about your concerns.
Contact a substance abuse specialist or your
child’s school counselor. This will remain
confidential.

RESOURCES
Above the Influence:
abovetheinfluence.com
National Institute on Drug Abuse:
drugabuse.gov
Partnership for Drug-Free Kids:
drugfree.org, medicineabuseproject.org
Substance Abuse & Mental Health Services
Administration:
samhsa.gov
U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration:
dea.gov
The Phoenix House of Dallas:
phoenixhouse.org/locations/texas
Nexus Recovery Center of Dallas:
nexusrecovery.org

SUICIDE PREVENTION
In Texas, suicide is the second leading
cause of death for ages 1 -24 and there
were 4 1 deaths by suicide in 2 14 for ages
1 -24 according to the Texas Dept. of State
ealth Services. There were 1

deaths by

suicide in 2 14 for ages 1 -24 and 32
Total Deaths by suicide in 2 14 for all ages
in 11 counties of North Texas.
32 deaths by suicide affected 13,1

“loss

survivors” in North Texas in 2 14. oss
survivors are identified as the close friends
and family members who are grieving the
death.
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SUICIDE
PREVENTION

WARNING SIGNS

RESOURCES

GETTING HELP
or eens

enton o nty

- Anxiety

- Take your friend’s actions seriously

4 -3 1-

- A decline in school performance

- Talk to an adult you trust, and don’t be

- oss of interest in social and sports

alone in helping your friend

activities

- Convince your friend to call the Crisis ine

- Sleeping too little or too much

and talk to someone. Crisis ine Number:

- Changes in weight or appetite

214. 2 .1

- eelings of sadness or hopelessness

- iving away treasured possessions

National otline:

ici e an

risis enter o

214- 2 -1
ational
1-

-

o s

,

-2 3- 2

4-2433
lice

- Inability to concentrate or think clearly

- Never leave someone alone if they are

he revor Pro ect

- Discouragement about the future

threatening suicide. Call -1-1 or take the

thetrevorproject.com

- An increase in drug or alcohol use

person to an emergency room or walk-in

- Talk of “going away” or wanting to end it all

clinic at a hospital.

- Suddenly becoming very cheerful and
happy after being depressed for a period of

or Parents

time

- Support your child (listen, do not criticize,
remain connected)
- et your child immediate help (find a
mental health or medical professional)
- ecome informed (internet, local support
group, library)
- Convince your child to call the Crisis ine:
214. 2 .1

National otline:

.2 3.TA K
- Never leave someone alone if they are
threatening suicide. Call -1-1 or take the
person to an emergency room or walk-in
clinic at a hospital.
Source: he Suicide and Cri i Center o
orth e a
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. ccenter.org/

, sccenter.org

ici e Prevention

goaskalice.columbia.edu
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